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Neural mechanisms supporting time perception in continuously changing sensory environments may be relevant to a broader
understanding of how the human brain utilizes time in cognition and action. In this review, we describe current theories of
sensorimotor engagement in the support of subsecond timing. We focus on musical timing due to the extensive literature
surrounding movement with and perception of musical rhythms. First, we define commonly used but ambiguous concepts including
neural entrainment, simulation and prediction in the context of musical timing. Next, we summarize the literature on
sensorimotor timing during perception and performance and describe current theories of sensorimotor engagement in the
support of subsecond timing. We review the evidence supporting that sensorimotor engagement is critical in accurate time
perception. Finally, potential clinical implications for a sensorimotor perspective of timing are highlighted.
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Contribution to the field
In this review, we describe current theories of a sensorimotor role in the support of subsecond timing, including for musical
rhythm perception. Although many theoretical models explaining the relationship from sensory events to action exist, the
possibility that motor networks have a causal impact on sensory perception and that the action-perception relationship is
bidirectional contributes to an understanding that time perception can be an actively predictive and simulatory neural process. In
this work, we provide concise definitions of the ambiguous concepts of entrainment, simulation, and prediction when used in the
context of time and event perception. We review the evidence supporting that sensorimotor engagement is critical in accurate
time perception and suggest that these processes should be studied using methods that do not require overt action. To this end,
we provide some examples of electrophysiological signatures of predictive sensorimotor timing.
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Abstract:
Neural mechanisms supporting time perception in continuously changing sensory environments may be relevant
to a broader understanding of how the human brain utilizes time in cognition and action. In this review, we
describe current theories of sensorimotor engagement in the support of subsecond timing. We focus on musical
timing due to the extensive literature surrounding movement with and perception of musical rhythms. First, we
define commonly used but ambiguous concepts including neural entrainment, simulation and prediction in the
context of musical timing. Next, we summarize the literature on sensorimotor timing during perception and
performance and describe current theories of sensorimotor engagement in the support of subsecond timing. We
review the evidence supporting that sensorimotor engagement is critical in accurate time perception. Finally,
potential clinical implications for a sensorimotor perspective of timing are highlighted.
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Introduction
Music makes us move [1–5]. But the more surprising finding is the phenomenon that movement
planning networks are active when we listen to musical rhythms in the absence of any overt movement [6–12].
Further, musical rhythms spontaneously modulate human brain excitability across sensory networks and
movement planning networks [1–5]. While there is a long history of study in how sensory systems inform action,
there is less on how motor planning informs perception even though there is mounting evidence for bidirectionality between the systems. Control theory can be used to describe this bidirectionality of sensory and
motor processes as a dynamical system, with internal forward models making predictions about sensory
consequences of motor acts and those predictions guiding action and scaffolding perception [13,14].
Sensorimotor frameworks that incorporate bidirectional sound-motor mappings contribute to
comprehensive models of how the human brain uses and structures time [15–18] and are critical for understanding
human perception of time at the sub-second scale [19,20]. In this mini-review, we focus on the role that the
human motor system plays in the perception of time by drawing from recent evidence in behavioral and neural
studies of rhythm.
One important caveat is that perception of longer durations (>1 s) may rely more on memory and be more
consistent with internal clock models [21], but perception of sub-second intervals may be influenced more by
distributed “state dependency” [22] and therefore more susceptible to mediation by sensory expectation and
attention [23–25]. However, all sub-second intervals do not require the same level of sensorimotor engagement.
For example, sub-second intervals that are embedded in complex musical rhythms rely on predictive mechanisms
that are distinct from the mechanisms of absolute interval timing [1,15,19,26,27]. Absolute interval timing
between auditory events may rely on ‘interval’ timing mechanisms and music may require ‘beat’ timing, a
continuous process that involves finding the underlying pulse in auditory events with some rhythmicity (Figure
1A).
In this review, we discuss the role of motor regions of the brain in accurate time perception, specifically
in the context of music. First, we define the concepts of entrainment, simulation, and prediction when used in the
context of time and event perception. We then summarize the literature on sensorimotor timing that uses overt
motor tasks and go on to describe current theories of sensorimotor engagement in the support of subsecond timing
even in the absence of overt motor actions. Lastly, because this phenomenon of sensorimotor support of subsecond timing can be esoteric in concept, we discuss real world implications [28–31] for investigation of this
brain process which is relevant across the lifespan [32], across cultures [2,33,34], with important implications for
evolutionary processes [16,35,36].
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Definition of concepts from sensorimotor neuroscience
Key concepts relevant to the topic of sensorimotor timing include entrainment, simulation, and
prediction. Although commonly used both colloquially and in academic writing, these concepts can be ambiguous
and/or inconsistently defined [37]. Here, before describing current theoretical models of sensorimotor
engagement, we provide concise definitions relevant to this context (Figure 1B).
Entrainment- Describes processes of temporal coupling or synchronization between two independent oscillatory
systems by virtue of phase alignment. Three primary uses of entrainment in the context of sensorimotor timing
include (1) neural entrainment, (2) overt motor entrainment, and (3) covert motor entrainment (without overt
action). Neural entrainment characterizes coupling between sensory stimuli and any neural oscillation as
measured by electroencephalography (EEG) or magnetoencephalography (MEG) [38,39]. Overt motor
entrainment is coupling between body movements and sensory stimuli, such as musical rhythms [4,40–43].
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Figure 1. Timing for Musical Rhythm Perception. (A) Sub-second timing can be discrete, such as for perception of interval durations, or
can be continuous, as in the case of musical beat perception. Musical timing co-opts sensorimotor systems for accurate continuous timing
perception. Evidence from overt motor synchronization tasks supports that musical timing is predictive and tempo-flexible. (B) Definition
of concepts in the context of sensorimotor neuroscience: entrainment, simulation, prediction.

Measuring motor entrainment is useful for understanding movement dynamics such as variability, stability, and
adaptability of entrainment, coordination between multiple effectors, and the neural basis of rhythmic
timekeeping [44]. Finally, covert motor entrainment is a type of neural entrainment but refers specifically to
coupling between sensory stimuli and neural oscillations supporting body movement, but without execution of
movement [4]. Bruno Repp suggested that perception of auditory rhythms relies on covert action—that
synchronizing with a sequence is not so different than simply perceiving a sequence without moving along with it
[3,4]. It is unknown to what degree covert motor entrainment reflects “shadowing” or “mirroring” of sensory
sampling in the auditory system [19], but accumulating evidence supports that motor networks also have a more
causal or predictive role in auditory time perception without which human musical beat perception would be
impaired [9,11,45–47].
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Simulation- Describes motor network engagement during perception. Simulation can be specific movement
planning [43,48–51], shadowing or action rehearsal [52–55], or can be more domain general and not tied to
specific actions [13,18,56]. Many theories attempt to explain the role of simulation in perception [57], but the
scope of concepts elicited under an umbrella of simulation is quite broad. The reason for this could be due to
limited conclusive evidence supporting any one proposed role for motor network engagement during perception.
However, simulation supporting musical beat perception has developed more focus due to accumulating
neurophysiological supporting evidence for the proposed roles in auditory timing perception [15–18].
Prediction- The process of building neural and cognitive expectations for sensory outcomes of action. Prediction
is a critical concept in models of sensorimotor interaction and is connected necessarily to error correction when
there are discrepancies between the predicted and actual sensory feedback from action [13,14,52,54,55,58–64].
Models that describe prediction and error correction as a continuously updated process of recalibration of internal
models best account for experimental data [8,11,65–69]. Prediction is also used to describe bidirectional and
continuous recalibration of sensory experience during covert action, such as in the case of covert motor simulation
for musical beat perception [15,18]. Although the biological processes underlying sensory prediction are still
being investigated, experimental data supports that such predictions do occur in the support of both overt and
covert movement planning.
4

While entrainment describes phase coupling between systems, for example pendulums that go into
synchrony when coupled can be viewed as a classic example of physical entrainment [70], prediction, is an active
process that reflects the generation of cognitive, sensory, or motor expectations in neural/biological systems [44].
It may be the case that entrainment could support the generation or maintenance of predictions, but as we argue,
the concepts are distinct. There is growing evidence for how cerebral networks may support the generation and
recalibration of sensory predictions, and modeling work that can be used to generate testable hypotheses with
regard to the underlying mechanisms of prediction. Neural signatures of predictive oscillatory phase alignment
will be reviewed in detail below, both during overt and covert entrainment.
In the following section, we detail how entrainment, simulation, and prediction get instantiated in neural
systems when exposed to rhythmic auditory sensory information.
Top-down and bottom-up contributions to overt motor entrainment
Much of the literature on sub-second timing comes from motor entrainment tasks [4,40–43], often with
finger-tapping synchronization to an auditory stimulus. For example, empirical studies of overt motor entrainment
to auditory rhythms suggest that beat perception involves perceptual constructs of timing [4,48,49]. When asked
to tap a finger in time with an auditory rhythm, precise timing analyses show that people often tap just prior to the
beat time. This phenomenon of “entrained” taps preceding the auditory events is an effect called negative mean
asynchrony [48]. Some theories to explain this phenomenon suggest that the asynchronies occur because actions
are planned using the perceivable results of these actions [13,71]. Because tactile/kinesthetic sensation has longer
nerve conduction and central processing times than auditory sensation, the actual tap events must occur prior to
the actual auditory events for the perceptual effects of the events to be aligned in time [72]. Other theories focus
more on timing error minimization by undershooting interval durations [73] or by asymmetric evaluation of early
versus late errors [74]. However, all proposed explanations require spontaneously generated perceptual constructs
[50,51] and other top-down strategies [42,43].
Although these overt motor entrainment tasks have provided foundational insights into human
mechanisms of timing, the tasks themselves may influence timing. For instance, different timing strategies may be
elicited by the type of sensory feedback in a task—discrete events may elicit ‘event’ timing mechanisms and
continuous sensory feedback during the task may elicit more continuous timing mechanisms [1]. Timing can be
influenced by motor involvement—sensorimotor entrainment is influenced by “state” of the motor effector (i.e.,
effector position, sensory feedback, and state estimation) [42,44,75,76]. Another aspect of beat-based timing that
we learn from overt motor entrainment is that rhythm perception is tempo flexible– Precise predictions are
flexible to rhythms that speed up and slow down. Changes to tempo, at least within a range of 94-176 beats per
minute, do not have a negative impact on perception of rhythmic structure or the underlying musical beat [15,77–
81]. These results all suggest that timing mechanisms in overt motor entrainment tasks not only reflect top-down
timing constructs but also bottom-up incorporation. Overt motor entrainment relies on a continuous and
bidirectional relationship between perceptual constructs of time and error [1,4,43]. Psychophysical and neural
studies of time perception support this notion, that timing is mediated by top-down processes while accounting for
bottom-up information [23–25].
Because we must plan for a synchronized movement in advance, and there is some automaticity to this
planning when we listen to auditory rhythms, it is reasonable to ask whether we also perform some degree of
motor planning every time we perceive a rhythm even if we do not move any body part in time with it. Musical
rhythms can be used to learn about neural signatures of and substrates for timing [17,26,27,82]. Musical rhythms
are complex, hierarchical patterns of auditory events that induce perceptual constructs of timing and engage motor
networks in the brain. Distributed network involvement for time perception is not a byproduct of a motor task but
instead timing mechanisms can co-opt sensorimotor systems for accurate perception of time [15,83]. In essence,
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musical timing co-opts mechanisms of sensorimotor timing [57] and the result is more continuous than ‘event’
timing (Figure 1A). In the section below, we discuss the most compelling evidence for this argument. First, that
musical timing relies on perceptual constructs of time instead of only acoustic features. Second, that signatures of
covert movement can be observed and manipulated using passive music listening experiments that do not involve
overt movement.
Sensorimotor engagement when there is no motor task
To support the proposal that musical timing depends on continuous timing processes from co-opting of
sensorimotor systems, evidence must show motor system engagement during musical timing perception with no
motor action. It is critical for testing this account of musical timing that passive tasks are used that do not involve
overt motor action [6–12]. Imaging modalities such as functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), MEG, and
EEG can be used in place of finger-tapping to understand predictive timing without motor actions during passive
music listening. fMRI during rhythm perception experiments consistently shows activation in areas of the brain
that are known to be involved in movement of the body, and these areas include primary motor cortex, premotor
cortices, the basal ganglia, supplementary motor area, and cerebellum [6,8,9,84,85]. Covert motor activity during
passive music listening presents consistently across studies, even with considerable stimulus variability.
Interestingly, the stimulus variability shows up less in whether we see covert action and more in which motor
networks are covertly activated [86].
However, it is unknown why passive music listening engages sensorimotor networks. Several relevant
proposals exist but rigorous testing is required to support or refute these proposals. For instance, domain-general
theories, such as common-coding and ideomotor theory [13,56], suggest that this covert movement is not critical
to perception [53], while other theories, such as active inference [87,88], predictive coding of rhythmic
incongruity model (PCRI) [89], computation through dynamics [57], and dynamic attending theory (DAT)
[82,90] support that covert motor engagement may be causally involved with timing predictions
[4,13,19,82,84,91–96]. One proposal that is of particular importance because it poses hypotheses that are
empirically testable is the Action Simulation for Auditory Prediction Hypothesis (ASAP) [15], which
hypothesizes that interactions between motor planning and auditory perception are continuous and bidirectional
(see “reentry;” [97]), necessary for rhythm perception, and rely on dorsal auditory pathway projections in parietal
cortex [15,98]. There is accumulating experimental evidence supporting the hypothesis that covert motor
activation while listening to rhythms has a causal role in shaping rhythm perception [4,11,45,99–101], including
cases of disease-related [9,46,69,102] or stimulation-evoked [45,47,103] brain lesions in motor networks
impairing perception. Network disruptions, such as those induced using non-invasive brain stimulation methods
including Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation (TMS), can be used to safely test for causality and therefore support
or refute specific causal hypotheses. When TMS is applied to the cerebellum, accurate interval timing, but not
beat timing, is impaired [47]. When applied to dorsal stream areas proposed in ASAP such as parietal and
premotor cortex, aspects of beat timing, but not interval timing, are impaired [45]. These TMS studies provide
causal evidence to support the specific hypothesis of ASAP that auditory-motor connectivity is necessary for
rhythm perception.
One emerging paradigm is to have subjects listen passively to musical rhythms and measure the effects on
neural entrainment of oscillatory activity recorded using MEG [11,104,105]. Brain oscillation recorded in MEG
and EEG is a byproduct of fluctuations in synchronized neuronal population activity in the cortex. Measuring
oscillatory brain dynamics can be revealing for understanding time-sensitive excitatory and inhibitory processes
[106] and is often described within frequency bands of oscillation such as alpha (8-13 Hz), beta (13-30 Hz), and
gamma (>30 Hz). Fujioka et al. [104] showed during passive music listening induced beta and gamma phase
dynamics from auditory cortices that desynchronized just prior to beat onset and synchronized after beat onset. A
later MEG study showed the rate of beta desynchronization in anticipation of the beat is dependent on the tempo
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of the stimulus, whereas beta synchronization following the beat is consistent across multiple tempi [107].
Authors additionally found cortico-cortical coherence that followed the tempo of the rhythms between auditory
cortices and sensorimotor cortex, supplementary motor area (SMA), inferior frontal gyrus, and cerebellum [107].
These phase dynamics are replicable [11,105,107], strongest for musical stimuli with complex metrical hierarchy,
follow metrical structures [105], and occur even when beats are not heard but imagined based on metrical
expectations [11]. Musical rhythms with multiple metrical interpretations entrain neural oscillations differently
depending on the meter perceived by the listener, and when the perception of meter changes, so does neural
entrainment. Further, early auditory responses to beat are equivalent whether the result of imagined beats or nonimagined physical accents [11]. This work supports that perception of rhythms, with no motor task, entrains
motor-related oscillatory phase dynamics.
Oscillatory phase dynamics, previously shown only using MEG, have recently been investigated using
EEG (Figure 2). Musical rhythms appear to entrain alpha oscillations that occur over sensorimotor cortices,
commonly called mu (µ). In this work, EEG µ had sources localizing to premotor and motor cortices [108]. This
work suggests that covert movement during passive music listening may reflect fluctuations in motor cortical
inhibition. In a recent study, Comstock et al. showed that there is network specificity to sensory rhythm-induced
EEG beta entrainment that localizes to sensorimotor, occipital, parietal, and frontal networks [109]. This work
provides evidence for overlapping networks of predictive beta activity based on common activation in the parietal
and right frontal regions, auditory-specific predictive beta in bilateral sensorimotor regions, and visually specific
predictive beta in midline central, and bilateral temporal/parietal regions. Additionally, the authors find predictive
beta activity in the left sensorimotor region specific to auditory rhythms. Overall, this work implicates modalitydependent networks for auditory and visual rhythm perception.
Inclusively, this work shows that beta and alpha neural oscillations can be phase aligned using musical
rhythms [104,105,107–109], which is consistent with the literature on sensory phase entrainment more broadly
[106,108–115]. This growing literature shows that musical rhythms reliably induce phase synchronization
[11,104,105,107–109,115–117] that is tempo dependent [107], can be caused by either heard or imagined stimuli
[11,115], and modulates network coherence [107]. This work with musical rhythms supports ongoing mechanistic
investigations into the roles of sensorimotor expectation for the timing of musical beats--The emerging narrative
is that auditory timing prediction relies on strong interactions between motor systems and auditory cortices
[1,2,5,19,43], possibly mediated through projections in parietal cortex [15,45], and have signatures in frequency
band-specific oscillatory activity [108,109]. Signatures of predictive phase alignment in EEG should be present in
spectral power (Figure 2B) and in both event-related spectral perturbations (ERSP) and inter-trial coherence (ITC)
of time-frequency dynamics (Figure 2C). Thus, covert motor activity can be induced, measured, localized, and
shown to be predictive using a combination of passive music listening and electrophysiological recording, such as
with MEG and EEG.
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Figure 2. Covert Motor Engagement in EEG. (A) Schematic showing phase-alignment in motor-related oscillatory brain activity to the
predicted musical beat times during passive music listening. (B-C) Signatures of covert motor engagement in electrophysiological recordings–
spectral power changes (B, schematic) and time-frequency dynamics (C, in this example to rhythmic auditory events during passive listening
as described by Comstock et al. [108]). Event-related spectral perturbation (ERSP) is used to observe averaged dynamic changes in amplitude
of the broad band frequency spectrum as a function of time and captures phase shifts in ongoing oscillatory activity. Inter-trial coherence
(ITC) describes how consistent oscillatory phase is across trials and can be used to quantify phase locking to an event. If the time course of
averaged ERSP and ITC is the same, then the event is phase locking oscillations consistently across trials.
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Conclusions and future directions
We review the literature here that supports that motor networks, which are specialized for sensorimotor
prediction and error correction for overt action, may also be causally involved in covert motor entrainment in the
case of musical beat perception [1,8,9,19,44,46,47]. Many theoretical models explaining the relationship from
sensory events to action exist [57] but the possibility that motor networks have a causal impact on sensory
perception, and that the action-perception relationship is bidirectional, is not only theoretically compelling, but it
contributes to an understanding that time perception can be an actively predictive and simulatory neural process
[13–15,57].
This perspective of time perception has numerous implications for topics of development, brain health,
and motor rehabilitation. Atypical oscillatory activity is associated with cognitive deficits [110,112] and disease
[111,118,119], including in fluid intelligence [112] and attention [110], type 2 diabetes [119], mild cognitive
impairment [118], and Alzheimer’s disease [111,118,119]. Modulation of these atypical oscillations is being
explored for therapeutic effects using optogenetics [110], tACS [112], and sensory stimuli in the gamma band
[110,113,114]. Other applications for sensory-induced phase entrainment of neural oscillatory activity should be
explored, including in beta and alpha bands. Beta and alpha bands are relevant to engagement of motor networks,
and therefore are relevant for sensory and motor disorders [120]. However, applications for musical sensorimotor
timing critically rely on a more complete understanding of covert motor timing and what the neural substrate is
supporting these processes [12,15]. We suggest that covert motor processes should be studied using methods that
do not require overt action, and we provide some examples of signatures of motor-related oscillatory phase
alignment in EEG. We are currently investigating how perturbing motor systems will influence the neural
signatures of auditory predictive processes using combined TMS-EEG methods.
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